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CHAUTLII I
IY.PLItTANCE OF TEE STUDY
:he characterstfc whicr. distinguisheS a succ
eesfl business
from others is management.

Business men have stated that the suc-

cess of any corporation is dependeet 90 Ter cent on
management and
10 per cent on all other factcrs, incleding luck.

Any successful

business establishment considers it essential
to make a check-up on
its affairs usually once a year.

There are many reasons why this is

necessary, but the most important reason is proba
bly to help those
respcnsible for the successful conduct of the busin
ess to determine
the exact status of the business at the end of
the year.

By making

corarisons certain policies and standards can be
worked out for
expanding the business, and the necessar2 chang
es in the administration and organization can be determined and
put into practice
without endangering the continued success of the busin
ess.
In the field of education in general and of indus
trial arts in
particular, many have suffered from the lack
of carefully reported
1
facts, lack of means of evaluating ftcts,
and an understandable
1 '
procedure to follow for improvement. Before
one can organize an
effective program, there must be a reasonably
comelete and accurate
picture of the situation.

The means of securing this picture when

used in the field of education has been called
a "Survey."

It is

not deemed necessary here to set forth all
the recuirements of a
survey, but this study has in it many of the eleme
nts and recognized characteristics of a survey as applied
to the field of
educatlen, yet, tecl.nically speaking, it
is not a survey nor was
it inter.ed to be one.

Industrial arts 1:.ay well be considered one of the most recent
suojects to be introduced into the curriculum.

Very few scl.00ls

offered sucL a course before 1900, and in practically every instance
such

'.1s vw-.'e among the largest and ziost advanced high schools
1
in te state.
One writer says there were probably 200 cities by
2
1900 which had some form of manual training in public schools.
In view of these facts, one can understand that the courses are
still far from being properly organized, their objectives not clearly worked out.

Young and inexperienced teachers have little to

guide them in setting up and carrying out a program for a course in
industrial arts.
"The characteristics of the early manual training may be summarized by stating that it combined the abstract exercises of the
Russians with the useful models of the sloyd; it was very formal,
with elaborate tool analysis; much of the work was highly decorated in crude geometfrical designs."3
1
Today, in wide contrast with the situation of a half-century
aio, we have industrial arts recognized as an important and
necessary subject in the school curriculum.
schools of all 3izes throughout the countri.

It may be found in
It is doubtful if

any subject in the curriculum has had a more phenomenal growth
than has industrial arts.

There is an ever increasing demand for

it tnroughout t e schools of the state and the teacher
s now encaged
1.
C. M. Woodward, The kanual Trainini School
(Manual Arts Press, 192E).
2
Paul
Klein, Industrial Arts :a:- azine f XVI (1927) p. 4.
3
C. M. Woodward, on. cit.

s:
as teachers of industrial arts realize the need of krv.,wing just
what advancements are being made, the work being carried on by their
fellow workers in the same field, and what changes can be made to
improve themselves as well as the work at which they are engaged.
A study of the present status seems to be the only means to bring
about a satisfactory completion of these wishes.

-*
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CHAPTER II
A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 1 - ITS SCOPE AND
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
This study concerns itself with, "The Status of Industrial
Arts in the State of Kentucky."

The study is divided into the fol-

lowing three divisions:
I

1.
1
11
4

The distribution of students, by grades, who are taking
industrial arts.

4"

2.

1

Lmpartant factors in the organization of industrial arts
work.

3.

The type and scope of industrial arts subjects or
activities being taught.

The questionnaire was the method of procedure used in this
investigation.

It was not used because it was considered the best

for all purposes, for it has many limitations and defects.

It was

used, though, because it seemed to be the only method, poor as it
may be, by which necessaryinformation could be secured from such a
wide distribution of individuals.
The first step was to make out a cuestionnaire.

After several

revisions this was submitted to a few industrial arts teachers who
understood the nature of the problem in order to secure their reaction and criticisms.

It was again revised and submitted to the

advisor, kr. L. T. Smith, wholes assigned to supervise the study.
The suggestions :lade by the advisor were embodied in the last re•

vision of the questionnaire.
The second st,9 was to secure the names and addresses of
the industrial arts teachers in Kentucky.

•

Letters were sent to

the :;tate Department of Education; Lir. E.

Eiken, Secretary of

industrial Arts for the Kentucky Educational Association. !Lr.
Leonard Daugherty, Supervisor of Industrial Arts for the Louisville
- 41,

Public Schools; and Lir. L. T. Smith, Western Kentucky State Teachcrs
College.

From these sources a statewide list was compiled.

The third step consisted in mailing the ouestionnaires to the
industrial arts teachers over the state.

The questionnair

was

inclosed with a stamped addressed envelope for a return reply and
a form letter explaining the nature and purpose of the investigation.
The first cuestionnaires were mailed on March 25, 1947.

All

returns were made to the Industrial Arts Department at Western
Kentucky State Teachers College.
In about f:Yar and one-half weeks, under the date of Lia7 101
a second rerzinder card w,Ls sent to all who failed to return the
ouestionnaires properly filled out.
:n addition to the steps described above, a continuous and
intensive effort to reach as large a number as possible through
personal interviews.
The process described above really completed only about the
first one-third t:f the entire ctudj.

The second one-third con-

sisted of makinF the tabulations and assembling the details from
the

c:.estionnaires.

Here it was necessary to use clerical

assistance in order to advance the work as rapidly as possible.
The last staEe consistell in the orEanization of the results,
construction of charts, tables, diagrams, etc., and a discussion
of the findings with conclusions, i- ecowii,endations, bibliography, etc.

,7•77-.•

7 ,• ••.1-711.7'.7"-.

•

y,_

VP

•

6
read: to submit to the school for approval.
It is interestinE to note that returns were secured from about
70 per cent of tLe cuestionnaires mailed out including eighteen
schools who reported no inclustrial arts department due to disturbances of the war, or inability to secure teachers and supplies.

4.%

The returns were not only well distributed over the entire state,
but they were representative of all types of schools and school
systems (see map showing distribution of returns in appendix.)
In the light of this fact the author is of the opinion that the results of this study give a fairly true representation of the status
of industrial arts in the State of Kentucky.

CHAPTER III
THE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS, BY
GRADES, WHO ARE TAKING INDUSTRIAL ARTS
1.

The Number of Ioys Enrolled in the Various Grades
from the Sixth to Twelfth Inclusive, and the
Number from each Grade Taking Industrial Arts,
during the Year 1946-1947.
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TABLE I
THE NUMBEh OF BOYS EthOLLED IN THE VARIOUS GRADES FRJM THE SEVENTH
TO TWELFTH INCLUSIVE, AND THE NUMBER FhOM EACH GRADE TAKING
INDUSTRIAL ARTS, DLiRING THE YEAR 1946-1947.

Year or
Grade

Number of Boys
enrolled

Number Taking
Industrial Arts

Per Cent of
Total Taking
Ind. Arts

Seventh

1,533

1,417

92

Eighth

1,762

1,339

76

Ninth

1,809

1,077

60

Tenth

1,304

864

66

Eleventh

1,144

655

57

918

510

56

Twelfth

Table I shows the number of boys enrolled in the various
grades from the seventh to twelfth inclusive, and the number and
per cent from eacil grade taking industrial arts, during the year 1946-1947.

This table should read: of 1,533 boys reported enrolled

in the seventh grade, there are 1,417, or 92 per cent taking some
form of industrial arts; of 1,762 enrolled in the eighth grade,
there are 1,339, or 76 per cent, taking industrial arts; of 1,809
enrolled in the ninth grade, there are 1,077, or 60 per cent,
taking industrial arts; of 1,304 enr_lled in the tenth grade, thert,,
are 864, or 66 Der cent, taking industrial arts; of the 1,144 enrolled in the eleventh, there are 655, or

7 per cent, taLing

industrial arts; and of 1318 enrolled in the twelfth grade, there

•

are f..10, or 56 per cent, takint some form of industrial arts.
• 1.

-able I gives information concerning the number and distribution of students who are taking industrial arts from the various
school grades.

The data reveal the fact that a large maority of

the boys in Kentuck

are taking industrial arts work in the seventh

and eighth grades, which indicates that this work is, to a large
extent, recuired in these grades.

In the eleventh and twelfth

grades there are less of the boys eni.olled in these grades taking
industrial arts.
-;•

This fact indicates that this work is usually

an elective subect in the upper high school grades.
A fairly close relationship can be seen with the results
revealed l).• this table and the opinions of .any of the leeders in
the field of ind.:xtrial education, that industrial arts should be
recuired in the seventh, eighth, and ninth years and elective in
the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth years.

-„
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CHAPTER IV
IL:PORTANT FACTORS IN THE ORGANIZATION
OF IKEY.:STRIAL ARTS WORK

1.

The size of classes which can be taught by the use of
individual instruction sheets.

2.

The number of books on industrial arts in school libraries.

3.

The school .year or grade in which industrial arts is a
recuired or an elective subject.

4.

The extent to which students pay for the materials they use
in the construction of a project.

5.

The extEnt to which students are allowed to choose the
projects which they make in industrial arts.

6.

The value in dollars of work done for the school by industrial arts classes in the schools of Kentucky.

7.

The location of industrial arts shops in the school buildings
in Kentucky.

3.

The amount of money spent for industrial arts ecuipmen -.. last
year (19-_6-1947), and the amount to be invested in ecuipment
for the following year (1947-194S).

9.

The terminology given shop work in the schools of Kentucky.

1

10. The Extra-curricular duties cf the industrial arts teachers
of Kentucky.

;.4

11.

The subjects taught by industrial arts teachers other than
shop courses.

12.

The purchiser of materials and supplies for the industrial
arts shop.
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TABLE II
ThE SIZE
CLASSES WHICH CAN BE TAUGHT
BY THE USE OF INDIVIDUAL
INSTRUCTION SHEETS

.t•

Size of class

5-8

12-14
15-17
18-20
21-23
24-26
27-29
30 and above

Frequency

0

0

1

2.3

3

7.3

6

19.5

14

34.2

3
8
1
3

I-

Total

Fer cent
o? total

41

7.3
17..5
2

7.3

100

Median class- 20
Average class- 20.3
Table TI indicates the size of
classes which teachers of
industrial arts claim they can
teach at one time by the use of
individual instruction sheets
. This table should read:
out .:2" a
total of forty-one inustrial
arts teachers, one or 2.3 per
cent
can teach from nine to ele
ven students in a class by usi
ng individual instruction sheets
some form. There are thr
ee teachers who
can teach a class of twelve
to fourteen students by the
use of
soil for: of individual instru
ction sheets, etc. At the
bottom of

12
the table are given the size of the median class and the size of
the average class fcr the entire state.

The median class is twent

whi -_e the average class is 20.3 in number.

This average is the

true average and was obtained by adding the number reported by each
teacher and dividing this sum by forty one, the number of teachers
reporting.
It is interesting to note the low median and average for the
No doubt a large number of teachers have failed in

entire state.

their effort to grasp the real purpose of using individual instruction sheets.

This study reveals the fact that many of the teachers

reporting a number smaller than the median, are now teaching classes
which are larger than the number reported, without the use of individual instruction sheets.
It is only recently that teachers in this field have -ade much
use of individual instruction sheets and a scientific study of the
whole problem will be necessary before mach progress can be made.
This Study reveals the fact that twenty-three schools reported
using this for

of teaching material, and nineteen schools reported

they are not using this material.

In other words, only about 54

per cent of the schools teaching industrial arts in Kentucky use
instruction sheets while 46 per cent do not attempt to use them.

12
TABLE III
THE NLW.BER UT BOOKS ON INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN SCHOOL LIBRARIE
S
•)
Lumber of books

Frequency

0-49

24

50-99

11

100-149

3

150-199

2

20C-249

1

250-299

0

300-349

1

350-399

0

400-440

0

450-499

0

500-549

0

550-599

1

Total

43

Four teachers recorted they had no books available on industrial arts for class use.
Kedian class- 25
AveraEe class- 55.84
Table III shcw:3 the number of books on industrial arts in the
schools as reporter', by forty-three teachers.
read:

This table should

twenty-four teachers in Kentucky have an industrial arts

library ranginc in size from zero to forty-nine books; eleven
teachers report a library of fifty to ninety-nine books, etc.

.st
^

)
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At the bottom of the
table are given the number
cf schools which
have no books available
on inductrial arts for cla
ss use; and the
median and average num
ber of books in the ind
ustrial arts library.
The median number of
boks is 25 while the lib
rary of average size
is one of 5.5.84 volume
s. This is the true ave
rage and was obtained
by adding the number
of books reported by eac
h teacher, and then
dividing this sum by
forty three, the number of
schools reportnc.
It is significant tha
t only four schools in the
state of Kentucky reported having
no books available on ind
ustrial arts sub,jectc.
In other words, only 9.
3 per cent of the fortythree teachers who
submitted information on
this subject have no boo
ks available for
cless use.
The teachers realiz
e that books on this sub
ject are necessar
for good work, and wit
hout them a teacher is wor
king under a harlicap. Indtstrial art
s up until a few years
ago was taught largely
for its skill values
. After the informationa
l side of the work beto
grow in importance it
gan
become necessary for tea
chers to
include books on thia
subject as a part of the
ir equicment. Yet
this was not easy to
do because until a few
years ago, there were
few books available of
the right t.ype and only
a few of the indus_trial arts teachers kne
w how to make proper use
in their classwork
of such books as were
available.

*

TABLE IV
THE SCHOOL YEAR CR GRA
DE IN WHICH INDUSTRIAL ARTS
IS A REQUIRED
OR AL ELECTIVE SUBJECT

School
year

Required

Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth

0
15
20
9
5

Per
cent

Twelfth

A

1
1

Per
cent

Total number
reporting on
each item

0

1

100

75

5

25

20

80

5

20

25

28

23

72

32

17

25

83

30

4

26

96

27

4

26

96

27

ralk.

Eleventh

Elective

1

Table IV inicates the
school years or grades in which
industrial arts is a rec.-Aldred
or an elective subject. Thi
s table should
read: out of one -.mho rep
eirted industrial arts work
as being offered
in the sixth grade, one,
or 100 per cent reported it as
an elective,
etc.

The above table indica
tes that few schools in Ken
tucky offer
r: work in industrial art
s for the sixth grade. Thi
s would seem to
4fr
indicate that this work is
not considered very valuable
for students below the seventh gra
de.
This study reveals the fac
t that industrial arts is req
uired
in the seventh grade in 75
per cent of the schools in 7bhi
ch it is
offered in the seventh grade.
In the eighth grade it is requir
ed
in CO per cent of the school
s offering this subject during
the

le
eihtli year.

In the ninth grade, thouEh, just the reverse is four..

Inth.strial arts is an elective sbject during the ninth, tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth years in a large majority of the schools in
Kentuck:,-.

Table IV indicates that indLstrial arts is an elective

in 72 per cent of the schools offering this subject in the ninth
year.

In the tenth year it is an elective in 83 per cent of the

schools offering this work.

:n the eleventh year it is an elective

in 96 per cent cf the schools offering this work, while in the
twelfth year it is an elective in 96 per cent of the schools offering industrial arts work.

•4.-
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TABLE V
THE EXTENT TO WHICH STUDENTS ARE
ALLOWED TO CHOOSE THE PROJECTS
WHICh ThEY MAKE IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Selection of the Projects Stu—
dents Make in Industrial Arts
The student is allowed to choose
the project he makes.

Frevencv

Per Cent
of Total
_

21

49

Students are not allowed to choose
the projects they make.

6

13.9

Students are not allowed to choose
their projects in the lower
grades, but are allowed to choose
their projects in the upper
grades.

9

20.9

Students are allowed to choose
their own projects with the help
and advice and approval of the
teecher

Total

16.2

43

100

Table V shows V:e method of selection
of the projects made by
the students in industrial arts classes
in Kentucky.
should read:

This table

there are twenty-one teachers, or 4'.?, per
cent of the

total number, *ho reported that they allo
wed their students to
crhoose the projects they desire to make
in industrial arts; six or
13.9 per cent of the total reported that
the students are not
allowed to choose the projects they make
in industrial arts; nine
or 20.9 per cent of the total reported
that students are not allowed
to choose ther project in the lower grad
es, b:.A are allowed to
choose their project in the upper grades; seve
n or 16.2 per cent of

IS
the total reForted that st_dents are allowed to choose their own
projects with the help and advice and approval of the instructor.
Industrial arts teachers have not as yet agreed cn the matter
of who should select ti.e projects which the students make in induEtrial arts.

o'ne group has said that the student will not be

interested in the project unless he cho.ses it himself, for if anyone else selects the projects for him (the student) he is not like::
to be assigned a project which he desires to make.

This group base

its contention on the assumption that the interest of the student in
a.
the project he has chosen and his desire to make this project will
be sufficient to carry him through the process of construction.
There are twenty one, or 49 per cent of the total, who reported
that they allowed their students to choose their own projects.
;.nother group contends that the teacher should select the project for the Et!.dent.

The attitude of these teachers is based on

the assuwption that the student has no idea of what he is capable
of makinr and, if he is Snowed to choose a project, will in most
cases select one far too difficult, and the outcome will be a loss
of interest which will result in an inferior piece of work.

Only

six teachers, or less than 14 per cent reported that they did not
allow their st_dents to select their own pro,jecte.
All teachers seer to agree on the principle that it is not
desirable but necessary for the student to be interested in the
project rhich he is making.

They only differ in their idea as to

that relation exists between the selection of the project and the
A

interest of the student in the project selected either by him or
for him.

4-

There is a third group of
teachers wto contend that bot
h the
instructor and the student
should have a part in the select
ion of
the projects. The idea
of these teachers is that suc
h e procedure
possesses all the merits
of te other two and at the sam
e time
eliminates all the major obj
ections asuall:y. attributed
to each
method. They feel that the
teacher can guide the student
in his
selection of a project so
that he will not only choose
one within
his ability but also select
a project in which he is intereste
d.
Seven or 16.2 per cent
of the total that reported
on this item that
students are allowed to cho
ose their own projects with
the help
and advice and approval of the
teacher.
In the light of the fac
ts presented in Table V, it see
ms that
there is a tendency for the
teachers of industrial arts,
in Kentucto allow the students in the
ir classes to choose the Tro
jects
which they desire to make.

•

•
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TABLE VI
THE EXTENT TO WHICH STUDENTS FAY FOR kATERIAL USED IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF PROJECTS IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Total
Per cent
Students paying for
all material used
in the construction
of their projects.
Students not paying for
all the material used
in the construction
of their projects.

34

79

9

21

4Z_

100

Table VI indicates the extent to which students pay for
materials used in the construction of projects in indu
strial
arts. This table should read: there are thirty four teac
hers
of industrial arts in Kentucky, or 79 per cent
of the total of
forty three reporting, who said that the students
in their classes
Paid for the materials used in the construction of their proj
ects,
while nine or 21 per cent of the total, reported that
the students
did not pay for all the material used In the cons
truction of their
projects.
Out of forty three schools who reported, thirty four
or 79
per cent indicated that the students
in their industrial arts
classes paid for all the material used in the construc
tion of
their own projects. Stated In anther way, 21 per
cent of the
forty three schools reporting indicate
d that the students in

21
their industrial arts classes did not pay for all the material
used in the construction of their projects. Evidently, then, the
school or the teacher furnishes that part or all of the materials
used by the student in the classes of these ntne scliools teaching
industrial arts. In no case were students required to pay for mater!,ale used in projects which were made for the school. In other
words, the school pays for the materials used in projects which are
to become a part of the school equipment, such as tables, desks,
cabinets, eases, etc.
Table VII presents information concerning the value of such
work for the school by the industrial arts teachers and their
students in the state.

c..

TABLE VII
THE VALUE, IL' DOLLARS, OF ';;.:;RK DONE FOR THE SCHOOL BY INDUSTRIAL
ARTS CLASSES IN THE SCHLS OF KENTUCKY

Value in
Dollars

Number
of Schools

Per Cent

0

12

28

1-99

12

28

100-199

6

14

200-299

7

16.1

300-399

3

7

400-429

0

0

500-599

1

2.3

600-699

0

0

700-799

0

0

800-899

0

0

900-999

0

0

1000-1099

1

2.3

1100-1192

0

0

1200-1299

1

2.3

43

100

4".
,

To

Total vslue as
Leciian
AverAEe v;:lue12 teachers in

reported by 43 schools in Kentucky- 6,465
50
150.35
the state re7orted doinE no work for the school.

23
Table VII shows the value of work done for the
schools by
industrial arts classes in the high schools in the
state of Kentuci::.
This table should read: there are twelve teach
ers or 2o per cent
of the total that reTrted that do no work
for the school: twelve
schools or 28 per cent of the total that reported
that do from one
to ninety-nine dollars worth of work for the schoo
ls, etc.

The

total at the bottom of the page should read:
there are forty-three
schools who reported the value of the work done
for the school locl
their industrial arts classes.

Other information given at the bot-

tom of the page includes the median value
of the work done; the
average value of the work done; and the numbe
r of teachers in the
state hho reported doing no work for the schoo
l.

The average value

is te true average and was obtained by addin
g the number reported
by each school and dividing the sum of forty
-three, the total number of schools reporting on this item.
The information presented in this table is
of interest from
several points of view.

first, probably no other subject in the

curriculum yields returns to the school measured
in dollars and
cents to the same degree as do the industrial
arts.

When educa-

tors discuss the advisability of installing indus
trial arts work
in the school they usually consider the cost high
compared with
that of other subjects.

They hardly ever give any consideration

to the commercial vel.ae of the products msde for
the school by the
students in the industrial arts classes.

Many times industrial

arts work has been added to the curriculum chiefly becau
se it
would enable the school to have certain types
of equipment and supplies which tht,y otherwise could not afford to have.

When compar-

ins the oust of the various subjects the value
of the ecuipment

and sulAplies produced b. claii.ses in industrial arts for the
school
use should be taken into chsideration.

Table VII shows that 31

schools teaching inuustrial arts reported a total of $62465 wcrth
of products made for school use in their classes.

The median

value of products per school is $502 while the average value is
$150.35.
It is of interest to note the higher values reported from
the schools were in printing.

•-br't
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VIII
THE LOCATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS SHO1.S IE
THE SCHOOL BUILDINGS
IN KENTUCKY

Location of
Industrial
Arts Shops

Frequency

Basement

15

&. First Floor

Per Cent

36.6

9

22

Second Floor

7

17.3

Third Floor

1

2.3

Fourth Floor

0

0

Separate Building

8

1.5

Stage

1

2.3

Total

41

100

Combination of Floor Locations
Basement and first floor
First and second floor

0
2

Table VIII shows the location of the industrial
arts shops in
the school buildings in Kentucky.
4

This table should read:

oat of

a total of forty-three industrial arts schools reporting,
fifteen,
or 36.6 per cent have their stops located in the baseme
nt; nine
teachers, or 22 per cent have their shops located on the
first
floor, etc.

Lt the bottom of the table are given the locations of

the shops of two schools whose rocms are located on
various floors
of the buildir.: in v0- ich they teacb..

rt.

Lut of the forty-three schools who submitted information
on
this subject, fiften or 36.6 per cent of this number,
have their
0-1ups located in the basement; nine, or 22 per cent have tneir
located on the first floor; seven, or 17.3 per cent have
their shop
located on the second floor; eight, or 1.5 per cent have their
Shops located in separate buildings; only two schools
reported having their shops 1,pcated on a combination of floors.
The fact that eight schools, or 19.5 per cent of the
schools
reporting have their shops in separate buildings indicat
e that a
few school adm_nistrators realized the value of having
this work
done under circumstances and conditions which will
produce most
satisfactor

results.

It would be interesting to kliow how the teacher
who has his
shop located on the third floor gets his materia
ls up to his rooms.

TABLE IX
THE ALZUNT CF MONEY SPENT KR INDUSTRIAL ARTS EQUIPMENT LAST IrEid.
(1946-147), AND THE AKOUNT TO BE INVESTED IN EQUIPMENT FOR THE
FOLLOWING YEAR (1947-148)

AMOUNT SPENT IN 1946 - 1947
Number of
Dollars

Number of
Teachers

AMOUNT TO BE SPENT IN 1947-1948
Number of
Dollars
0-99

100

199

100

199

200

299

200

299

300

399

300

399

400

499

400

500

599

500

599

600

599

600

699

700

799

700

799

800

899

800 - 899

900

999

900

1000 and over

Median Spent-- 150
Total amount spent for
ecuipment by all who
reported--20,225.

999

1000 and over

Median Spent-- 150
Total amount spent for
equipment by all who
reperted--;„557975.

•
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Table IX indicates the amount of money spent for industrial
arts equipment during the school year 1946 - 1947, as rei-,orted by
43 schools, and the amount to be spent for eouipment during the fo1lowing year, 1947 - 1948, as reported by 43 industrial arts teachers.

This table should read: 14 industrial artc teachers reported

an expenditure of 0 to 99 dollars for equipment during the year
1946 - 1947, and 12 teachers reported that they expected to spend
a similar amount for ecnipment during the next school year, 1947 1948, etc.

At the bottom of the table are given the medians, the

total amount spent for equipment as reported by 43 schools, and
the total amount to be spent during the next year, IA-47 - 1948,
as reported oy 43 schools.
This study reveals the fact that thirty five or C1.4 per cent
of the forty-three schools who submitted information on this item
(see it

11 of qoestionnaire), have reasonably satisfectory

eruipment for their industrial arts work.

There were seven schools,

or 16.3 per cent of those reporting, who said they did not have
reaaonably satisfactory equipment, and only one school reported
only fair ecaipment for their work.

The fact that 43 schools re-

porting on this iter reported a total expenditure of $20,225 for
the year 1946 - le-47 indicates an effort is being made to add
needed equipment for industrial arts work.

This conclusion is

borne out by the fact that the 43 schools reperting on this item,
a possible total expenditure of $55,e,75 for ecuipment during the
year 1947 - 194S.

Thus, during the 2 years for which information

was received the schools teachinz Industrial arts in Lentucky reported a total exiAnditure of $76,200, for ecuipment.

In a few

cases entirely new e:7uiTment was installed, whfch would tend to
increase the above figures beyond what they would otherwise be, but
this stuation would likely occur several times each year somewhere
witl.in the state.
The median expenditure for the 43 schools reporting on money
spent for equipment during the year 1946 - 1947, was

150, or an

average of $470.35 per teacher.
The median amount to be spent for equipment, as reported by
43 schools who expect to add equipment for the year 1947 - 1948
is $1501 or an average of $1301.75 per teacher.

The medians given

above were obtained by the use of actual cases.

The averages in-

dicated above are the true averages and were obtained in the same
manner as indicated in Table II.
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TAELE X
THE TERMINOLOGY GIVEN SHOP WOR
K IN THE SCHOOLS OF KENTUCKY

Terminology
used

Frequency

Per cent

Industrial Arts

30

69.8

Manual Training

7

16.4

Manual Arts

2

4.6

Shop

2

4.6

Practical Arts

1

2.3

Experimental

1

2.3

43

100

Total

Table X shows the terminology
used in the industrial arts
shops throughout the school
s of Kentucky. This table should rea
d:
of the forty three schools rep
orting on this item, thirty, or
69.8
per cent reported the termin
ology given shop work in their
schools
was im3_ustria1 arts; sev
en, or 16.4 per cent reported man
ual training; two, or 4.6 per cent rep
orted manual arts; two, or 4.6
per
cent reported shop; one, or
2.3 per cent reported practical
arts;
and one, or 2.3 per cent report
ed. experimental.
This study reveals the fact tha
t thirty or 69.8 per cent of
the schools reporting on
this item indicated industria
l arts as
the terminology assipn
ed to shop work in their sch
ools. While only
30-2 pee cent reported five
oti-..er teruis assipned to
shop work in
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the cchools of Kentucky. Industr!
al arts seems to be the most
common term used. Industrial arts
also is the term used by most
prominent leaders in the field of indu
strial education.

TABLE XI
THE EXTRA.CURRICULAR DUTIES OF THE TEACHERS OF INDUSTRI
AL ARTS
IN KENTUCKY

Extra—curricular
duties
Athletic coanh

Frequency

Per cent

12

35.3

Class sponsor

3

9.3

Club sponsor

8

24.2

Run movie projector

2

6.2

Chairman visual
education program

1

3.

Supervisor of
playground

1

3.

Teaching girls class
after sehool

1

3.

In charge of stage
scenery cncstruction

1

3.

Cashier of athletic
events

1

3.

Book exchange

1

3.

Chairman of student
loan fund

1

3.

Lost and found
department

1

3.

33

100

Total

Table XI shows the €xtra—nl:rricular duties cf the
teEchers
of industrial arts throughout the schools of
Kentucky. This table

3,7
should read: there are twelve teachers el' industrial arts, or
36.:;, per cent, who reported athletic coach as being an extracurricular duty assigned to them; three teachers or 9.3 per cent,
reported class sponsor as a duty; eight teachers or 24.2 per
cent, reported club sponsor'as a duty assigned to the

two teach-

ers or 6.2 per cent reported that they run the movie projector
as an extra-curricular duty assigned along with their regular
school work; Chairman visual education program, supervisor of
playground, teaching girls class after school, stage scenery construction, cashier athletic events, book exchange, student loan
fund, and lost and found department were all reported by one
teacher as a duty assigned to them.
Out of the total of thirty three schools reporting on this
item there was a total of twelve different duties listed. Ten
teachers reported no extra-curricular duties assigned to them.
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TABLE XII
THE SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY INDUSTRIAL ARTS
TEACHERS OTHER THAN SHOP
COURSES

Name of
subject

Frequency

Per cent

Mathematics

3

23

Science

2

15.4

Cooperative education

1

7.7

Physical education

1

7.7

Vocational agriculture

1

7.7

Bookkeeping

1

7.7

Shorthand

1

7.7

Typing

1

7.7

Aviation

1

7.7 •

English

1

7.7

a
7:

it

Total

13 '•

100

10 different subjects reported
26 reported no extra curricular duties
Table XII lists the subjects taught by indus
trial arts
teachers other than shop courses in Kentucky.

This table should

read: three or 23 per cent of the teachers
reporting reported
matheraatics as a subject taught other than shop
courses; two or
15.4 per cent of the teachers reported scien
ce as a subject taught
other than shop courses: Cooperative
education, Physical education,

3E
Vocational Agriculture,
Bookkeepinz, Shorthand, Typint,, Aviation,
English were each report
ed by one teacher or 7.7 per cent of the
total. There were ten dif
ferent subjects reported taught by teachers of industrial arts in
Kentucky other than shop courses. Thirteen teachers of the thi
rty-nine reporting on this item teaching
courses other than shop
courses. Twenty-six teachers indicated
that they taught no subjec
ts other than those listed as industrial

This table reveals that
twenty six or 80 per cent of the
teachers reporting have no
other subjects to teach other than industrial arts. This indicates
that the industrial arts teacher seems
to have a full time job and
public administrators are realizing
this point throughout Ken
tucky and the advantage of having .1 fall
tine industrial arts ins
tructor.
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TABLE XIII
PURCASER OF MATERIALS
AND SUPPLIES FOR THE IND72STRIAL ART
SHOP
S

Purchaser of
supplies
Superintendent
Shop teacher

Freouency
6

Per cent
14

16

37.2

Supervisor

8

18.6

Teacher and
Superintendent

1

2.3

Board of education
and teacher

3

Business manager
•

Board of education
Colleze business
office
Bookkeeper
Students

4

9.4

1

2.3

1

2.3

1

2. 3

Principal
2.3

Total.

43

100

Table XIII indicates the pur
chaser of matei'ials and supplies
for the industrial art
s shops throughout Kentucky as rep
orted
by forty-three school
s. This table should read: of
the fortythree schools reporting
on this item six, or 14 per cent
of the
teachers reported that the sup
erintendent purchases materials and

silpplies for their chops, etc.
This table reveals tat there is such disagreement as to who
should arid who does purchase materials and supplies for the industrial arts shops.

A scientific study concerning this topic mould

be of value to the schools throughout the country.
In the light of the facts presented in Table XIII, it seems
that there is a tendency for the teachers of industrial arts, in
Kentucy to p:Irchase the materials and sapplies they use in their
hops.
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CHAPTER V
THE TYPE AND SCOPE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS
SUBJECTS
OR ACTIVITIES TAUGHT IN KENTUCKY
1.

The Industrial Arts activities taught in
Kentucky and the
frequency with which they are taught
in the various school
years or grades.

2.

The number of schools in Kentucky offe
ring one, two, and
three Industrial Arts activities and the
number of teachers
in these schools.

3.

The schools in Kentucky offering four or
more Industrial Arts
activities with the number of teachers
in each school and the
cities in which the schools are located.

4.

The number of teachers teaching one subj
ect distributed according to the subject taught.

5.

Two-subject combinations and the frequenc
y with which they
occur.

6.

Three, four and five-subject combinations
and the freq,Aency
with which they occur.

7.

Six, seven, and eight-subject combinat
ions and the frequency
with which they occur. ,
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TABLE XIV
THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS ACTIVITIES TAUGHT IN KENTUCKY AND T.-iE FREQUENY
WITH WHICH THEY ARE TAUGHT IN THE VARIOUS SCHOOL YEARS OR GRADES

, 4
Activity
Woodwork

7th.
Year

8th.
Year

9th.
Year

10th. , 11th.
Year
I Year

12th.
Tear

15

14

22

22

20

21

6

8

113

13

16

13

Arch. Drawing

0

0

0

0

3

4

Printing

0

6

1

3

2

4

10

6

2

•2

3

3

6

2

1

1

1

Simple Mechanics

5

0

1

0

0

0

Electricity

3

2

3

3

4

4

0

0

0
'

2

3

3

0

0

0

2

2

1

0

0

1

1

2

0

1

1

3

3

Heat Treatment
of Metals

0

0

1

1

1

Sheet Metal

2

3

1

2

2

Weaving

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

Mech. Drawing

Metal Work
Leather Work

Auto Mechanics
Pattern Making
Machine Shop
Radio

Plastics
House Construc—
tion
Carpentry
Tailoring
Foundry

1

1

1

0

1Q

!x_:vftv

7th.
Year

1

i...th.
Year

10th.
.ear

-:t.h.
Year

11th.
Year

12th.
Year

Welding and
Forge

0

1

0

1

2

1

Stone Work

o

o

1

o

o

o

Crafts

o

2

2

0

0

0

Plumbing

1

1

1

o

o

o

Art Metal •

1

o

o

o

o

o

Lettering

1

o

o

o

o

o

Soldering

0

1

o

o

o

0

Shop Wath.

o

1

o

0

0

0

Shoe hepairang

1

1

1

o

o

o

Commercial
Art

o

o

o

o

1

1

General Shop

a.

,1

o

1

1

1

Table XIV shows the industrial arts activities (or subjects)
taui:tt In Eentucky and the frequency with which they a!:e taught
in the various school .ears or grades.

This table should read:

there are fifteen teachers in Eentucky teaching woodwork in the

year; and twerty one in the twelfth year,
The data of Table XIV indicate
arts activities are being taught in Lentuck:i.

Woodwork, mechani-

cal drawing, metal work, leather work, electricity, sheet metal,
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weavini7, and plactcs are the only
activities being taught from
the seventh to the twelfth inclusive.
There seems tc be a tendency
for e re-* subjects, such as, Architec
tural Drawing, auto mechanics,
pattern making, Lachine shop, heat trea
tment of metals, house construction, carpentry, and taloring to
be offered more frecuently
in the high-school years than in the grad
es below.
The information presented in Table
XIV suggests many possibilities from the viewpoint of relation
ship between the various
industrial arts activities. Woodwork
is not only taught in every
grade from the seventh tc the twelfth
inclusive, but it is taught
more frequently in each of these grad
es than any other activity.
Carpentry recuires, in general, about
the same type of equipment
as woodwork with probably a few addition
al items, but it is taught
only in a few schools in the state.
This cuesticn then.may be
raised, if carpentr.,
., has any value as industrial arts acti
vity,
why is it not taught more frequently sinc
e a large majority of
the schools in tle state which offer indu
strial arts work have
practically aid the ecuipment on hand
necessary to teach carpentry7
The same question might be raised abou
t other activities. There
rloesn't seem to be very- much correlation
between the activities
taught and the ecuipment on hand.
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TABLE XV
THE NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN KENTUCKY OFFERING ONE, TWO, ArD THREE
INDUSTRIAL ARTS ACTIVITIES AND THE NUMBER OF TEACEERS IN
THESE SCHOOLS

So. of Activities

I

t

One
Teacher

Schools offering
one industrial
arts activity

4

Schoole offering
two industrial
arts activities

17

Schools offering
three industrial
arts activities

3

Two
Teachers

2

Three
Teachers

Total
No.

Per
Cent

0

4

15

0

19

70

0

4

15

27

100

Total number of schools offering one, two, or
three industrial arts activities

Table :kV presents the number of schools in Kentucky offering
one, two, and three industrial arts activities and the number cf
teachers in these schools.

This table should read: out of a total

of twenty-seven schools offering one, two, and three industrial
arts

activities (sub,jects), four schools, or 15 per cent of the

total (twenty seven) offer one activity and none of these schools
have more than one teacner, etc.

ita
TABLE XVI
TEE SCHOOLS IN KEET'JCKY OFFERING
FOUR OR MCRE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
ACTIVITIES
':EE NUMBER OF TEACHERS IN EACH SCHOOL

School

Location

Model H. S.

Richmond

4

.3

College High

Bowling Green

6

1

Shawnee E. S.

Louisville

5

4

John C. Carlisle

Covington

4

4

Fredrick Fraize

Cloverport

5

1

Highlands H. S.

Fort Thomas

4

1

DuPont Lanuftl
Training H. S.

Louisville

9

2

Dixie Heights H.S.

Covington

8

Central High

Louisville

8

5

Halleck Hall

Louisville

6

6

Pine Mt. E. S.

Pine Mt.

5

5

Southern J.H.S.

Louisville

7

4

Madison J. H. S.

Louisville

4

4

Barret J. H. S.

Louisville

5

3

Holmes High

Covington

6

6

No. of
Activities

No. of
Teachers

Total namber cf schools offering four or =lure
indLstrial
arts activities--------15

1
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Table XVI snows the echools in Kentucky offering four or more
ind'actrial arts activities with the number of teachers in each
school, and the cities in which the towns are located.
should read:

This table

the schcol at Richmond, Yodel Righ School, offers

four industrial arts activities; it had three teachers of industrial arts; College High, Bowling Green, Kentucky, offers six
activities; it has one industrial arts teacher, etc.
The information shown in Table..XV and XVI indicates the
present trend in the development of industrial arts courses.
There ere four schools, or 9.5 per cent of the total number of
forty two, offering one industrial arts activity; nineteen, or
45 per cent, offering two industrial arts activities; while fifteen schools in Kentucky reperting on this item cffer four or
more industrial arts activities.

This is a pronounced change

from the fori .1
. type of woodwork which comprised the greater part
of our industrial arts work'in the beginning and continued to
dominate its growth for several years.

This development came

about in the face of many difficulties, and indicates the efforts
which have been put forth to make industrial arts not only practical, but broadly educational.
This table also reveals that not all of the schools in Kentacky offering four or more industrial arts activities are
limited to the cit, for a few of the smaller cities and towns
have industrial arts courses ec.ual in diversity of activities to
those in tne city.
This phase of te stud
: reveala that t:cre is no relation
between the number of industrial

r‘ts activlties offered in a

-44,1000.

•hs
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school and the number of teachers in that school.
The followng five tables give some idea of the industrial
arts activities taught by the teachers who submitted information
on this item.

It will be seer fifty-six indLstrial arts teachers

in this state, or 62.2 per cent of a total of ninety reporting,
are teaching one industrial arts subject; twenty-eight, or 31.2
per cent, are teaching two industrial arts sub.;ects or activities;
two, or 2.2 per cent, are teaching three activities; one, or 1.1
per cent, is teaching four industrial arts activity; one, or 1.1
per cent, is teaching five industrial arts activities; one, or

F

1.1 per cent, is teacning six industrial arts activities; one, or
1.1 per cent, is teaching eight industrial arts activities.
As far

E.E

the ve-ious combinations of activities are con-

cerned, wood%ork and drawing are at the tope of the list.

There

is no other combination of subects which occurs more than three
times.

This in,icates the continued popularity of these two

types of work, rytwithstanding the increasing development of
various other industrial arts activities.
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TABLE XVII
TLE NUEBER tAr TEACLEEL;
TLACEING ONE SUBJECT DISTRI
BUTED
ACCChDING T. TFE SUBJLC
T TAUGHT

Subjects
Woodwork
Mechanical Drawing
Printing
Lacnive ;:hop
Auto Lechanica
General Shop
ketalwork
Sheet ketal
heat Treatment
of Eetals
Pattern Eaking
Tailoring
Simple Eechanics

Ember

Per Cent

18

32.2

10

18.

7
1
2

12.5
1.7
3.6

3

5.5

3

5.5

2

3.6

1

1.7

1

1.7

1

1.7

3

5.5

Weaving
1.7
Stonework
Crafts

1
1

1.7
1.7

Shoe repair
1.7

56

100

4..111..

s.
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Table XVII shows the number and per
cent of teachers teaching one industrial arts su%ect_di
stribated according to the
s...lbect taught. This table should
read: out of a total of fiftysix industrial arts teachers in
henti.cky who are teaching only
one subject, eighteen, or 32.2 per
cent are teaching woodwork;
ten, or 18 per cent, are teaching
mechanical drawing; seven, or
12.5 per cent, are teaching pri
nting; one, or 1.7 per cent, is
teaching machine shop; two, or 3.6
per cent, are teaching auto
mechanics, etc.

A
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TAELE XVIII
TWO-SUBJECT COMBINATINS AID
THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH THEY OCCUR
I.

kechanical Drawing and
1. Wiodwork

2.
3.

4.
5.

Architectural Drawing
Simple Mechanics
Shop Mathematics..
Metal

..

Total.
II.

23

Woodwork and
1. Mechanical Drawing
2. Carpentry

17
1

Total
III.

*

18

Metalwork and
1. Simple Mechanics
2. kechanical Drawing

1
1

Total
•

IV.

Electricity and
1. Radio.
Total

V.

1

Foundry and
1. Welding
Total

Frequency
17
3
1"
1
1

2

1
1

1
1

Table XVIII indicates the two-subect
combinations within the
field of industrial arts and the freoaency
with which they occar.
a

g
•
1

This table should read:

there are twenty-three teachers of

arts in Lentucki who are teaching mechanic
al drawing and
some other industrial arts subject; seventee
n reported mechanical
drawing and woodwork; three of these are teac
hing mechanical drawing and architect‘iral drawing; one rep,rted
mechanical drawing
and simple mechanics; one reported mechanical
drawing and shop
mathematics; one mechanical drawing and
metal) etc.

TABLE XIX
THREE, KUE, AND FIVE-S:BJECT C0IN
ATIUNS AND THE FREQUENCY
WITh -WHICH ThEY OCCUR

Subject

Three-subject
Combinations

Woodwork

X

X

Drawing

X

X

Four-subject
Combinations

Five-subject
Combinations

X

X
X

Printing
Sheet ketal

X

X

Elctricity

X

X

Automechanics

X

Leatherwork

X

Home Mechanics

X

Frecuency

1

1

X

1

1

Table XIX shows the three, four, and five-s
ubject combinations within the field of industrial arts
and the frecuency with
which the:: occr.

This table sho,ild read: there are two teachers

of industrial arts in Kentucky who are teac
hing three subjects
within .their own field; of this number

one reported teaching

woodwork, mechanical drawinL-, and home
:echanics, etc.

1.

C

TABLE XX
SIX; SEVEN, AND EIGHT-SU
BJECT COk:BINATI:KS AND TEE FRECUENCY
WITH WHICH THEY OCCUR

Subjects

Six-subject
Combinations

Woodwork

Seven-subject
Combinations

X

Mechanical Drawing

Eight-subject
Combinations

X

X

X

Electricity

X

Printing

X

Leather-work

X

Arch. Drawing

X

General Yetal

X

X

X

Weaving
X
Plastics
X

,

House Construction

X

z-

Frequency

1

0

1

_

Table XX should be read in the
same canner as Table XIX.
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CHAPTER VI
RECOLL:ENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions
1.

Individual instruction sheets are used
by leas than half of
the teachers in Kentucky. The prob
able reanon for this ie
that: not all of the industrial arts
teachers understand hor
to make individual instruction shee
ts, and apparently do not
use them as effectively as they migh
t be used in their classrooms.

2.

Indhstrial arts teachers are beginnin
g to realize the importance of the informational side of
their work, since SO per
cent of the teachers reporting have shop
libraries ranging in
size from zero to one hundred volu
mes.

C.

3.

Industrial arts classes in the high
schools of Kentucky do a
large amount of work for the school.
The average value for
the high schools doing this type of work
is $150.35, and the
median value is $50.

4.

5.

Industrial arts teachers have given thou
ght to the value of
their work and agree, in a general way,
that industrial arts
should be recuired in the seventh, eigh
th, and ninth years,
and elective in the tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth years.
Various methods are used by the indu
strial arts teachers in
Kentuck.y in the selection of projects
, but over 49 per cent
of those renortin.i7 allow the sthdents
to select the projects
they desire to make. Such a procedur
e may indicate a possible
lack of consistency in the plahning
and operation of courses
and thus :Alke it very difficult for
a teacher to secure

uniform and consistent result
s.
6.

Zance 79 per cent of the
schools reported that their
students
paid for all materials use (ou
d
tside of work done for the
school) it would seem that
substantial efforts are being mad
e
to make industrial arts wor
•
k as nearly self-au porting as
possible, after the shop equipm
ent has been installed.
7. A majority of industria
l arts teachers have their
shops
A
located in undesirable places
in their school buildings,
such
as the basement and stage.
This might suggest to school administrators the desirabil
ity of giving more attention
to the
suitable location of ind
ustrial arts rooms, so as to pla
ce
this work on a par in that
respect with the other subjects.
It is not wise economy to
place expensive ecuipment
in dark
and damp places or in iso
lated locations.
8.

9.

There are F.l.4 per cent of
the industrial arts teachers
who
reported a reasonably satisf
actory equpment for their work.
They reported a total exp
enditure for eouipment (fo
r the state
durine the school year 194
6 - 194?, of $20,225.001 and
also
a possible expenditure of $55
1 975.0;,) for equipment during
the
year 1947 - 1948. This ind
icates a sincere effort on
the part
of school administrators
to provide industrial arts tea
chers
with necessary equipment for
their work
A large Liaority of the boys
enrolled in the seventh, eighth
,
and ninth grades are taking
industrial arts work. Those tak
ing such work constitute 92
per cent of the total number
enrolled in the seventh gra
de, 76 per cent of the total num
ber
enrolled in the eighth gra
de, and 60 per cent of the tot
al

number enrolled in the ninth grade.
10.

There still seems to be some confusion as to the terminology
given shop work in the schools cf Kentucky, 69.8 per cent
reported that indastrial arts was the term used by their
school, while the other 30.2 per cent ranged over five other
terms used by the schools of Kentucky.

11.

There were twelve different extra-curricular duties performed by the teachers of industrial arts in Kentucky; 77
per cent of the teachers reported having some form of extracurricular duty as a part of their work for the school.
Athletic coach was listed by 36 per cent of those reporting.

12.

80 per cent of the teachers reported that they have no other
subjects to teach other than industrial arts.

This indicates

the industrial arts teacher seems to have a full-ti-ae job,
and public administrators are realizing this point throughout
Kentucky, and the advantage of having a full-time industrial
arts instructor.
13.

There is confusion throughout Kentucky as to whom should
purchase materials and supplies for the industrial arts shop.
There were eleven different systems of purchasing recorded,
with the shop teacher being the purchasdr in 37 per cent of
the cases.

14.

There are thirty-one different activities being taught in
the schools throughout Kentucky, with woodwork and drawing
having the greatest popularity.

15.

9.5 per cent of the schools reporting, offer one industrial
arts- activity; 45 per cent, offer two industrial arts

activities; 9.5 per cent, offer three industrial arts activities; while 36 per cent cffer four or more industrial arts
activities.

This is a pronounced chance from the formal

t:..pe of woodwork which comprised the greater part of our industrial arts work in the beginning and continued to dominate
its growth for several years.

This indicates the effort

which has been out forth to make 1.nd- stria1 arts not only
practical, but broadly educational.
16.

62.2 per cent of the teachers reporting, are teaching one
industrial arts subject or activity; 31.2 per cent, are
teaching two industrial arts subjects or activities; 2.2 per
cent, are teaching three activities; 1.1 per cent, are teachin

17.

four, five, six, and eight activities respectively.

As far as various combinations of activities are concerned,
woodwork and drawing are at the top of the list.

There is

no other combination of subjects which occur more than three
times.

This indicites the continued popularity of these two

types of work, notwithstanding the increasing development
of various other industrial arts activities.
18.

Veri little relation is disclosed between the number of industrial arts activities offered in a school and the number
of industrial arts teachers in the same school.

19.

Ind_strial arts is being taught in all types of schools and
school s:stems, from the small town and township schools to
the elabrate systems found in -ohe larger cities of the state.

Recommendations
1.

That industrial arts
teachers, directors,
and supervisors
give thou. -ht to the
possibilities of expand
ing industrial arts
work in such a way th
at the maxim= use of
present equipment
will be secured befo
re new equipment for
other activities is
added.

2.

That more considerat
ion be given to provid
ing suitable locations for industrial
arts shops.
That greeter emphasis
be placed on the info
rmational side of
industrial arts work.

4.
•

3.

4

4--

4.

That every teacher ha
ve a course of study
for his work and
that it be in such a
form that it may be av
ailable to anyone
interested.

5.

That a study be made
to determine the prop
er amount of time
that should be spent on
the various industri
al arts subjects
or activities taught in
Kentucky, in order for
them to function as they should in
an educational way.

6.

That the industrial
arts teachers give. more
consideration to
the real objectives of
their work, so that ag
reement may be
reached as tr, suitable
goals for all teachers
of these gubects.

7.

That the industrial ar
ts teachers not be recu
ired to engage
in a nu:r.ber of extra-c
urricular duties, so th
ey will have
More time to de
vote to their work.
That an aLreement be re
ached and standardized
as to the correct terminology to be
given shop work in the
schools throughout lentacky.

8.

9.

That industrial arts teache
rs not be recuired to tea
ch other
courses except in unavoi
dable cases, and in such cases
the
subject taaght have a def
inite correlation with indust
rial
arts work.

10. That rT)re schools bro
aden their industrial arts cur
riculum
to include a greater variet
y other than just woodwork and
drawing, so the interests
of a greater number of studen
ts
might be met.

A.PPENDIX

1. Copy of questionnaire used.
2. Form letter included with each
questionnaire mailed ou`.
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gIL.T.TONNAIRE
Name of person making report
•
Name cf school

Address
1
I. ORGANIZATIOP OF INI=RIAL ARTS
!
WORK.
1
% 1. .What is the
terminology given shop work in your scho
,
ol?
;
(Check correct answer).
a) Manual 'raining

c) Industrial Arts

b) Manual Arts

d) Any Ctiers

2. Pleese check(X) after tie location
of your Industrial Arts
'
shop:
a) :basement

e) Attic

b) eirst floor

f) Separate building

c) Second floor

g) Any others

d) Third floor
3. Do you use individual instruction shee
ts i
Industrial arts work? (Answer yts or
no).

any of your

4. How many st&ents can you teach effe
ctively in one class ay
using individual instruction sheets,
such as information sheets,
job sheets, operation sheets, etc. (Ans
?
wer by giving number).

5. Do you have a shop libraxy, furnishe
d by the school and kept
near your shop or in tne regular school
library? (Answer yes
or no)
a) Estimate the number of books(on Industri
al Arts) in this
library. (Ansver by giving number).
6. DOES your clrss eo any work for the school,
such as repair
work, building cases, cabinets, tables, desk
s, eto.?(Answer
yes or no).
a) If you ansered the above question yes, esti
mate the
commercial value of such work in 4
per year..
7. Who purchases materials and supplies for
the Industrial Arts
shop? (Answer by giving name and title of purc
haser).
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8. Is tne work of Industrirl Arts e]ootive or required in:
(please answer by v:ritting elective or required as the case
may be in the blr.nk after cr_ch ye r).
a) 6th. yr.

c) 10th. yr.

b; 7th. Yr.

f) 11th. yr.

c) eta. yr.

g) 12th. 7r.

d) 9th. yr.
.
4,

your studnts allowed to choose the Projects they mire
in Industrial Arts? (ansrcr VES or no).

Are

a) If the ubove question was answered no, thEn indicate who
-oes choose the projects to be made by the students.

10. Do the students in your classes pry for the niaterials they
usc in the construction of a project? (answcr yes or no).
c.) Does the school p-Iy :or -_.11 or a part of this material?

11. Do you have a reasonably satisfactory cuantity and quality
of equipment for your Industrif.41 Arts work? (answer yes or no)

12. Please check below the cpProximate amolmt of equipment you
purchased last year:
V)5.00
475.00
;p100.0---2.50.03
*200.00
*250.e0

300.00
$353.0
;p400,00
$450.00
S500.00

*600.00
50.03
:700.0D
4750.0,..)
:800.03
*850.00

900.00
..,9t0.00
41300.00
over

13. Are you contemplating adding new equipment for next yeer?
(answer yes o/ no).
a) If you ..r.swered the ..:bove question yes, estimate t'.]t
elount of money you expect to spend next year f.r Industrial
Arts Equipment. s

•••
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14. What extra-curricylar dutf.cs do you 1,x=rtici•cnte in such as
athletic coach, director of nlus, ctc(list them below).

15. What subjects are you tePching other than Industrisl Arts?
(list them below),

16. Pleese give the informeticn clled for belcw concerning the
distribution of ell thc :=tudents in your school system, who
ere tekirg;neustri,
1 Arts:
Grede or year

.
•
.
•
.
.
.
.

Total no of bcys
.
enr3Lied in sc:iocl .
•
.
.
system
.
.

Total no. of boys
taking Industrial
Arts

•
•

Sixth

•
•
•
•

Seventh

•
•

Eighth
f-

Ninth
Tenth

;

•

•

•

•

1.1eventh
Twelfth

17. How umny Industrial Arts teachers are there in your school?
(answer by giving the number)
18. If there are more than one tcncher in your school, teeching
Industrial Arts list the activities or subjects tnught by
each teccher.(write the activities or subjects taugtt by
er.ch individual tu.icher under the proper column on the
following page.)

•
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.r two
n
Tca chLr one:
ru'n,71t.ct
comb 4.naticn
subject cnn1.-2 hrtiors ;

: subjc_ct c=t,...n-Iic,n7.

i
___..
.

t

•

•
•

, 19. Plcese give the infcrmrtfon c(110 for te10-4 concerning the
taught
ectivities trwht in 7.1ar stop file thz. year t'ney are
1
in.(by sctivity re Lun Itoodlork, Dr7,ing etc.)
$
1
11th.: 12th.
Activity : 5th. : etn. : ?tn. : Stn. : 9th. : 2...a. :
.
•
•
i
.
•
•
.
•
.
.
•
.
•
•
.
:
.
.
•
•
.
:
•
.
.
•
.
.
•
.
.
•
.
.
:
•
......
.
,
.
:
c
.
*
.
•
.
•
'
.
.
.
•
.
•
#
.
.
•
.
•
'
.
.
•
;
.
•
.
•
.
•
i
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
.
•
.
.
.
•
•
•
.
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
.
•
1
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
:
i
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
•
.
•

f
I
'f
i

•

.
•

.
•

(X) under
(Ifrite the :ctivity in the left hand column. and chcck
tauett in.
the different ycers that •cti7ity or subject is

1ft

;

••
\yr
.
-

L.
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Iost Office
Bowiing Grc.en, Ky.
a
•

tear Sir:
Industrial
I am preparing a thesis on the Status of
and
teaching
field
Arts in Kentucky: At pIesent I Lima in the
June,
in
College
Teachers
plan on returnir.g to 1.4,s7frn State
to complete the work for a depree.
sucessful
In orer for a study of t!lis t7pe to be
of cvfry
cooeration
ard
I teve to rely ufon the
can be
work
my
before
&tate
Industrial 4,rts te' ,1(..." 1 t
rtply
a
receivirg
Iclue of
truly sucessful
to thank you for any
oport:Inity
this
from y:‘11, I tait
rcia Lljaht give me; and v.':- t11 the
assistFnce or advicr.
,.)11 a
study is comr,lcied I vill be more thri gid. to send
summary of the results.
Enclosed you will find a.n ad6ressed envelo-Je, for
a reply, and s questionn-.ire to be filled out.
C3osing lAth t!.14 fact that any consideration or
wppreciated,
pronptness tha- you a.iFht give will certainly be
I remaIn,

Very truly yours,
L.R. Erzland

